CHAPTER XXII
MOTORS
Much of the theory underlying the operation of the direct
current series motor has been discussed in a previous chapter.
A brief outline of its construction and selection, together with the
principle of operation of the alternating current motors used in
railway systems, will be herein considered.
Direct Current Motor.—The direct current series railway
motor differs from the stationary type principally in the design
of the frame, that of the former motor consisting of an iron
casting split in a plane through the center of the shaft and
hinged in such a manner that the lower half of the frame
with two field poles and windings may be lowered for inspection
of the armature with the motor in place on the truck. The larger
motors, Fig. 126, are of the so-called "box" type with the frame
in a single casting. The armature is removed from this motor by
taking off the end bearing plate and drawing the armature out in a
direction parallel with the shaft through the opening thus made.
The motor must be removed from the truck for this operation.
The frames of both types of motors are provided with openings
and moisture-proof cover plates for ready access to armature, com-
mutator and connecting cables. These cables are brought out
through insulating bushings in the frame of the motor, which are
usually located on the side next to the truck bolster, in order that
the movement of these cables may be least when rounding curves.
Railway motors are generally of the four pole type with the
axes of the poles at an angle of 45 deg. with the horizontal in the
split frame types. Field coils are wound with cotton or asbestos
covered wire with asbestos insulation between layers or in the
larger motors with copper strip. The coils are taped, impreg-
nated with insulating compound with the vacuum process and
water-proofed.
Two sets of bearings are provided in the frame, one pair for the
car axles and the second for the armature shaft. These are
of babbitt lined cast bronze.
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